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Technology expectations in the home are higher than ever. Family gatherings 
are now instantaneous over Zoom, smart refrigerators can automatically order 
milk when you’re running low, and you can manage and control lights, locks, 
thermostats (and so much more) from anywhere, using just your phone.   

Behind these AV
experiences- the everyday and the amazing- you’ll find Legrand | AV. 
Our brands work together to bring entertainment, comfort, and control to every 
room, or even outdoors.  Engineered with simplicity in mind, our products are 
easy to install and bring homeowners what they desire most- a solution that 
blends seamlessly with their décor for an AV experience they can feel, not see.  

Here’s a sneak peek of the new and featured products we’ll be showcasing 
at CEDIA. And don’t forget to stop by booth #19035 to check out all the 
great solutions from Legrand | AV. 
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Koncīs™ Charging Hub accessories 
elegantly bring convenience charging to your 
Koncīs Monitor Arms, providing USB-A and 
USB-C charging ports for desktop charging of 
personal devices such as mobile phones and 
tablets.

Koncīs™ USB Charging
Hubs Series

LEARN MORE

https://www.legrandav.com/products/chief/accessories/monitor/miscellaneous/koncis_usb_charging_hubs
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With all the benefits of an electric screen but 
the flexibility of wire-free installation, there’s 
an alternative for challenging wired screen 
installations. The standard Agility™ Battery 
Motor with the Tensioned Designer Contour, 
available in diagonals up to 110” in 16:9 HDTV 
format and 113” in 16:10 Wide format, is ideal 
for no-fuss installations or where flexibility is 
required to retrofit historic buildings or envi-
ronments when wiring electricity becomes 
project prohibitive.

This screen features a lithium-ion battery, 
lasting over 200 cycles on a single charge 
via micro USB port, with wireless handheld 
remote operation and up to 16K-ready screen 
surfaces. Realize cost savings immediately as 
it’s operational out of the box - requiring no 
wiring or electrician.

Tensioned Designer Contour 
with Agility Battery Motor

LEARN MORE

https://www.legrandav.com/products/da-lite/screens/electric_screens/wall_and_ceiling_mounted_electric_screens/tensioned_designer_contour_electrol
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Da-Lite’s new cable drop feature, SightLine, 
available with the tried-and-true Tensioned 
Advantage electric screen, gives the impres-
sion of a floating screen. A suspension system 
in its single roller design features 3 or 4 thin 
cables eliminating the need for black drop – 
the black border above the projection screen. 
While the market is accustomed to specifying 
drop distance upon ordering, now vertical 
placement of the screen can be variable as the 
cables accommodate a range of drop distances 
up to 70” between the ceiling and the top of 
the screen – making ordering a snap. What’s 
more, this feature creates usable space above 
the viewing area to preserve architectural inter-
ests and provides the opportunity for camera/
speaker placement. Enhanced aesthetics, pain-
less ordering, smooth installation and future 
proofing for height adjustability – this is the 
fine line between status quo and jaw drop.

Tensioned Advantage 
with SightLine

LEARN MORE

https://www.legrandav.com/products/da-lite/screens/electric_screens/ceiling_recessed_electric_screens/tensioned_advantage_series?DropType=SightLine%20Cable%20Drop
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Luxul Epic Mesh brings all the simplicy of a 
traditional mesh system and combines it with 
features built for the custom installer. Built-in 
ProWatch+ saves time and money by reducing 
truck rolls and allows for remote monitoring 
and managment of all connected network 
devices. It’s 4x4 backhaul means better 
communication between nodes providing 
less network congestion and faster WiFi 
speeds. Plus, it’s backed with an industy 
leading 3-year warranty and free lifetime 
support. 

Epic
Mesh

LEARN MORE

https://www.legrandav.com/resources/360_product_overviews/luxul-epic-mesh
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Epic
Mesh

Our line of SW-510/610 Series PoE+ Managed 
Switches provide flexibility to meet today’s 
requirements and tomorrow’s chanllenges. 
Each featuring a large PoE+ budget and the 
ability to be aggregated together, you can mix 
and match these switches based on project 
need. Plus, all are ProWatch Integrated and 
include PoE Self-Healing.

SW-510/610 Series PoE+ 
Managed Switches

LEARN MORE

https://www.legrandav.com/categories/networking#sort=relevancy&numberOfResults=20&f:Brand=[Luxul]&f:ProductCategory=[Switches]&f:ConnectionType=[Wired]
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NEXSYS is built on a promise that we’ve kept 
for over two decades – more than half the 
life of the company – that our products are 
designed, engineered, and built for AV. It’s 
one thing to say it, it’s another thing to prove 
it. And NEXSYS proves it, we promise.

NEXSYS combines power distribution and 
power backup into a comprehensive and 
cohesive product platform, united by design 
– both internal and external – making it the 
easiest choice when specifying or buying 
power products for your AV systems. We all 
know that a true power platform requires both 
distribution and backup to deliver the ultimate 
AV experience.

NEXSYS

LEARN MORE

https://www.legrandav.com/nexsys
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NEXSYS

Featuring six surge-protected 
outlets, with three connected to
a battery backup system, Legrand’s
UPS-SC600 is the perfect compact
solution for protecting electronics
during a power loss or surge event.

LEARN MORE

Legrand Structured
Wiring UPS
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The 9” and 17” Dual-Purpose In-Wall Enclo-
sures, designed to provide in-wall storage of 
AV devices behind mounted TVs or for struc-
tured wiring organization and distribution. 
Designed with Wi-Fi transparent material, the 
enclosures are compatible to hold devices like 
the Samsung One Connect Box, Apple TV, 
Roku, Amazon Fire TV, small network switch-
es and more. Includes generous knockouts 
for cable management and power, enclosure 
cover, trim ring and drywall clips, allowing for 
both new construction and retrofit installations. 
Proudly made in the USA.

Dual Purpose
Enclosures

LEARN MORE

https://www.legrand.us/on-q/dual-purpose-enclosures
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The latest in cable management and device 
mounting for 3rd party accessories within 
On-Q enclosures. Mount devices and organize 
your enclosure with the new Forward Key-
hole Post Clips and Small Device Mounting 
Clamps, designed using Forward Technology™ 
for a quick and easy install.

Enclosure Inside
Accessories

LEARN MORE

https://www.legrand.us/audiovisual/structured-wiring-enclosures/enclosure-inside
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Designed to hold the Sonos Five or Sonos 
PLAY:5 in either vertical or horizontal 
orientation, the anodized aluminum design 
of the SANUS WSS52 places your speaker 
at optimal listening height while perfectly 
complementing the modern look of the 
Sonos Five and Sonos PLAY:5. 

Available in black or white to match the Sonos 
Five and as a single stand, the WSS52 fash-
ionably delivers optimum performance, no 
matter your unique setup needs – Ambient 
listening, stereo  pairing, or surround sound. 
Updated design that features securement 
brackets designed to hold the Sonos Five 
in vertical and horizontal orientations. For a 
seamless look free of pesky cables, our own 
Press Fit cable management technology 
secures cords down the back of the stand for 
complete concealment.

Sonos Five
Speaker Stand 

LEARN MORE

https://www.legrandav.com/products/sanus/speaker_solutions/wireless_series_speaker_stands/wss52?ID={6D1772B2-4E40-4C7F-9285-29C38E5799E3}
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The SANUS Advanced Tilt 4D Premium 
TV Wall Mount represents the next level of 
advanced tilt technology, now allowing you 
to tilt your TV in 4 different directions.  

Not only up and down but now left and right for 
swivel capability.  This mount provides 6.8” of 
extension. The extension allows even the larg-
est of TVs to achieve the maximum listed tilt 
range*. Large TVs installed on traditional tilting 
mounts often hit the wall, limiting the maximum 
tilt that can be achieved. The VLT7 solves this 
issue by extending from the wall, offering TVs a 
larger tilt range.

Advanced
Tilt 4D

LEARN MORE

https://www.legrandav.com/products/sanus/mounts/tilting_wall_mounts/vlt7?ID={BAA67FFC-B7E6-4430-BC5D-D83448225935}
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SANUS designed the Soundbar Bracket for 
Sonos Arc in partnership with Sonos. This 
premium soundbar mount was created 
to attach directly to your TV mount for a 
seamless look. It features a universal design, 
attaching directly to most TV’s 50”-90” and 
is compatible with other TV mount brands.
If used with a full-motion mount, your 
Arc easily moves in sync with your TV.  
Featuring an easy assembly process, this 
soundbar TV mount for Arc requires limited 
tools, no drilling additional holes in your 
wall, all the hardware you need is included in 
the box, and only takes 15 minutes to set-up.

Extendable Soundbar
TV Mount Designed for 
Sonos Arc Sound bar

LEARN MORE

https://www.legrandav.com/products/sanus/mounts/speaker_mounts/wssatm1?ID={4B608AFF-C650-47AE-B173-7148E22405F3}https://www.legrandav.com/products/sanus/mounts/speaker_mounts/wssatm1?ID={4B608AFF-C650-47AE-B173-7148E22405F3}
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Take control of lighting in your homes 
with Legrand’s complete lighting solution. 
Legrand’s Vantage lighting controls and 
shading systems are natively integrated, 
offering flexibility in control, simple user 
interfaces, and unparalleled support.

LEARN MORE

Lighting, Shades, Wall Controls, 
Finish and Fabrics

SHADING
SYSTEMS

https://www.legrand.us/vantage
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